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Complete the sentences below with the correct word(s) or circle the correct answer. 

Which of these means a large amount of money, possessions or investments? 

a) poverty  b) equality  c) wealth  d) debt 

 

Anyone living in poverty struggles to afford food and other basic necessities for 

themselves and their families. 

 

Which of these is NOT a basic necessity for life? 

a) shelter  b) pets  c) water  d) clothes 

 

All religions would expect people who have lots of money to use it to 

help/aid/support other people, especially those who are poor. 

 

Regularly giving away 2.5% of your wealth is called zakah; it is one of the Five Pillars 

of (Sunni) Islam. 

 

Which of these means to get rich when a family member leaves you their money or 

property when they die? 

a) to inherit  b) to win  c) to earn  d) to steal 

 

If you have no paid job, you are an unemployed person. 

 

Work which pays low wages is normally done by people with few skills or who have 

had very little training / education / qualifications 

 

Which of these means a situation where someone owes more money than they 

possess? 

a) poverty  b) equality  c) wealth  d) debt 

 

Which of these would NOT usually be called a luxury item in the UK? 

a) swimming pool  b) private jet c) shoes d) plasma screen TV 

 

When you are not able to break out of a life of poverty, it is known as being in the 

poverty trap 

 

One legal way of getting out of a life of poverty is hard work / talent / inventions / 

financial support / re-education / marriage, relationships /  

 

An organisation which raises money and provides support for people in need (often 

those in poverty) is called a charity 

 

Which of these organisations specifically helps children in difficult situations? 

a) Salvation Army  b) NSPCC  c) Cancer Research UK d) Dogs Trust 

 

Playing the National Lottery and betting on a sports event are types of gambling  


